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Think like a trader. Act like a trader. Become a Super Trader. "Let your profits run!" It's the golden
rule by which all Super Traders live. With the help of investing guru Dr. Van K. Tharp, you can join
the ranks of full-time traders who consistently master the market. Super Trader provides a timetested strategy for creating the conditions that allow you to reach levels of trading success you never
thought possible. Providing expert insight into both trading practices and psychology, Tharp teaches
you how to steadily cut losses short and meet your investment goals through the use of position sizing
strategies--the keys to steady profitability. Tharp offers concepts and tactics designed to help you:
CREATE AND MEET YOUR SPECIFIC UNDERSTAND THE BIG PICTURE CONQUER
COUNTERPRODUCTIVE THINKING MASTER THE ART OF POSITION SIZING STRATEGIES With
Tharp's proven methods, you can live the dream of enjoying above-average profits under various
market conditions--up, down, and sideways. Tharp's wisdom, perspective, and tactical expertise are
legendary in the world of trading. Follow the master down the path to trading excellence with Super
Trader. How do you transform yourself from a mild-mannered investor into a proactive trader who
outperforms the market day-in and day-out. Think clearly. Plan accordingly. Commit completely. In
other words, become a trader. No one is better suited to help you make the transformation than
legendary trading educator Dr. Van K. Tharp. Combining the sharp insight and technical brilliance
that have drawn legions of investors to his books and seminars, Tharp provides a holistic approach for
becoming a successful full-time trader. His system--a meld of investing psychology and sound trading
practice--is the secret to achieving optimum conditions that produce results in both bull and bear
markets. Using the lessons of Super Trader, you will approach trading as you would a small
business--realistically, systematically, and enthusiastically. Drawing on his decades of experience,
Tharp has created a simple plan designed to help anyone successfully navigate the market that
includes the following: Mastering the psychology of trading Crafting a "business plan"--a working
document to guide your trading Developing a trading system tailored to your personal needs and
skills Creating position sizing strategies to meet your objectives Monitoring yourself constantly to
minimize mistakes You can put this plan to use immediately. Throughout the book, Tharp raises the
pertinent questions you must ask yourself about becoming a trader, being a trader, and succeeding as
a trader. The rewards that come with being a Super Trader--both financial and personal--make you
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feel as if you can leap small buildings in a single bound. Whatever your skill level, Tharp provides the
formula for succeeding in a field where most people fail.
My name is Katsuro Hayashi and I have been trading in forex and other financial markets for more
than 30 years, being recognized as one of the best Asian traders thanks to my experience and good
results. If you have just started to be interested in this business or have already been operating for
some time and the only thing you have achieved is to break several accounts as it happens to the vast
majority of traders, this is the best book you can find, since in it you will find the knowledge necessary
to make you a consistent trader and be able to live on forex for the rest of your life. Here are my
knowledge and my experience summarized to go directly to the success that any trader can achieve
from the first moment they are put into practice, in addition to all this to ensure even more success
this book includes one of my best strategies which has a success rate of more than 90%, the strategy
is so safe that you have a guarantee of your money back if you do not get the results. For any
questions or queries about this system, also about discounts on the price of the book and other
formats, please do not hesitate to contact me through my email: katsurofinance@gmail.com
Successful trader and advisor Bill Kraft shows how to trade the financial markets in a way that limits
risk and provides the potential for big profits. Kraft, who left a successful law practice to become an
independent trader, explains his own educational process and how he arrived at a trading approach
that primarily uses options to generate consistent income, limit risk, and participate in big market
moves. In simple and down-to-earth language, Kraft explains a variety of strategies including buying
and selling options; covered call writing; collars; using closed end mutual funds for income; debit
spreads, volatility-based straddles; ratio backspreads; condors; and calendar spreads. Kraft
emphasizes that traders need to first develop a sound and reasonable business plan ? in the same
manner that any entrepreneur would plan a new business. Armed with the strategies explained in the
book and a solid business plan, traders will have a blueprint for generating consistent profits in a
relatively stress-free and efficient manner.
This book gives you an effective blueprint when trading the Forex Market, and one applicable to all
markets. It focuses on the foundational aspects required of all successful traders and not on specific
trading methods or strategies. Aspiring traders often put the cart before the horse, so to speak, and
try to master techniques and strategies without having the foundations required to use these
effectively. This is the equivalent of a beginner martial artist, a white belt, being provided black belt
routines on their first day in the dojo. What are the chances that they'll be understood and that the
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student will be able to apply them?The Consistent FOREX Trading Blueprint provided in this book
gives you nine key steps or components that will enable you to have a firm foundation of solid
bedrock, one that you can then build upon and add to. It is the first "belt" in your quest towards
mastery of the Forex Market, and even mastery of self. Written by traders and addressed to traders,
the steps in this book have been proven to work by the authors, as well as by many successful traders
in different markets. At the same time, their lack can be seen as the main reason for failure among
the unsuccessful traders.Things like not having a plan, not journaling your trades, not reviewing them
constantly, and other missteps can be easily avoided and, in fact, converted into the strengths behind
your success in the markets. Take advantage of this book to fast-track your trading career. Start living
your life, your way, by your rules, and not by someone else's. Take control of your life and your
future.By using this book, you can successfully start trading in the world's largest market, one that
trades in excess of $5 trillion dollars each and every day, 24 hours a day, 5 and a half days a week. Join
a community of intelligent people who let their money work for them, instead of them working for
money. Learn one of the best skills you can master during times of uncertainty, the ability to produce
money without depending on anyone else except yourself.And never forget that life is a journey, so
make sure you continue taking steps in the right direction all the time. This book is but one step.
albeit an important one. The future is yours. Reach out and grasp it. See you on the inside!
Trading in the Zone
27 Things You Need to Be Aware of Before You Start Trading the Forex
The Most Effective Trading System and the Best Intraday Trading Strategy That Guarantees Maximum
Returns in Profit
The Six Step Millionaire: How to Become a Consistent Profitable Trader in 20 Minutes a Day
Forex for Beginner Forex Traders
Pipology 101
The Ultimate Forex Trading System has chosen an easy, foolproof, practical approach to trading
using only real time or leading inherent signals (chart patterns, price dynamics, currency pairs
correlation, volume-price-analysis and traders sentiment) that control the currency moves. And
because of this unique approach, The Ultimate Forex Trading System has reached an extraordinary
performance. In a very short time the system makes you able to: 1- Analyze the market as accurate
as possible, 2- Find the best entry and exit points and manage your trades, 3- Control your
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psychology during the trades and 4- Gain a consistent profit. With a proven 92% winning rate on all
currency pairs and removing the three major Forex trading difficulties (profitability, manageability
and psychology), The Ultimate Forex Trading System gives you an enjoyable, stress free and highly
profitable trading experience. No matter you are an experienced trader or a beginner, The Ultimate
Forex Trading System can boost your profit. As soon as you adopt the system, you will find yourself a
naturally winning trader. Introducing High Performance and Optimal Trading concepts, it empowers
you to take out the highest possible gain from your trades. Plenty of real trading examples,
informative pictures and targeted exercises guide you step by step to The Ultimate Forex Trading
System.
Have you ever wanted to be your own boss and have financial freedom? Have you ever considered
trying to make trading your main source of income, but you couldn’t figure out how to do it? Are you
going through a trading dilemma, learning something new, and then finding yourself stuck with lots
of information and no results? Are you stuck in various trading cycles, learning all the time, but still
can’t figure out how to really trade successfully? And wondering why some people succeed and some
don’t? Are you searching for a strategy that could generate you consistent profits month after
month? In the Trader’s Guide you will find the answers to these questions and more. This book
provides a clear, winning, step-by-step guide to: - How to successfully trade in the Forex and
Commodities Markets, or any financial markets and generate consistent profits. - How to use proven
techniques to find winning trades that generate real profits consistently. - Learning lessons and tips
from the author’s 15+ years of experience as a proprietary trader. - Price action trading formulas
that will get you up to speed trading as soon as you finish reading this book. - Risk Management
rules that you can follow in order to succeed in any financial market. - How to create a trading plan
that becomes your own personal business plan. - How to have clear trading business routine and
follow it on a weekly and daily basis.
Capture the fortune you're losing with every trade by learning to exploit options The Options Edge +
Free Trial shows you how to capture the fortune you lose out on every day. Buying and selling
traditional investments often entails instruments with optionality. Sometimes this optionality is
explicit, while other times it is hidden. If you're not leveraging these embedded options to their
fullest advantage, you're losing money. Most retail investors don't truly understand the nuances
involved in successful options trading and instead rely on more comfortable instruments with fewer
complex mechanics. If you're interested in optimizing your portfolio, it's time to step out of your
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comfort zone and learn what you've been missing. This book gives you the background you need to
take full advantage of options in this booming market. The companion website features easy to use
analytical tools that help investors find the best opportunities so you can start applying these
methods right away. Whether or not you ultimately decide to start actively trading options, the
concepts discussed will make you a better all-around trader with greater security in your financial
affairs. Most investors buy and sell options every day without ever knowing it. This book relates
stories of those who have leveraged options to make fortunes and those who have lost by not
understanding the optionality of their financial endeavors. You must know the fundamentals of
options, and then learn to recognize hidden options, in order to improve success in all of your
investment activities. After taking these steps, you can go on to: Create hidden options at little or no
cost Structure your finances to reduce risk and increase wealth Utilize a practical pricing model for
smarter investing The listed options are currently the only growing exchange traded financial
product in the developed markets, with a current average volume of 20 million contracts—equivalent
to 2 billion shares—per day. Now is the perfect opportunity to fortify your finances, and The Options
Edge + Free Trial gives you the understanding and practical tools you need to optimize your portfolio
today.
This is a textbook on currency trading with no fluff, no talks rather straight forward explanation of
rules and strategies. Don't watch youtube and try comprehending information that you have
gathered in pieces from websites to make your trading career profitable. Here you will get all forex
trading material packed in one spot concisely. There has never been a better time to start trading.
Though the text mostly mention forex trading but the general guidelines in the book are applicable
to trading all asset classes. It's by far the world's biggest market and most liquid market. It's said
that 5% only make winning trades. You don't have to be part of 95%. The experiences are presented
in the book but not as stories but clear guidelines to follow.SHUT UP. READ. MAKE MONEY FOR A
CHANGEDon't be confused that only Advanced traders or Professional traders are profitable traders.
They are profitable at the beginner's stage & then they learn to multiply the profits. So learn to be
profitable first as a beginner trader. Save your "time", the fun is not in reading books and watching
videos/webinars on how to be a profitable forex trader; real fun is in trading. Dog earmark the pages
and keep this book at your arm's length for continuous reference to trade profitably.What you will
find in this book--1 Forex Terms You Need To Know 2 Trading Fundamentals 3 Candle Sticks / Candle
Stick Charts 4 Support & Resistance 5 Trend Lines & Trends 6 Moving Averages 7 Trend & Pattern
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Recognition 8 Strategies 9 Trading Habits & Success
How to Trade the Forex Market
Are You Ready for It?
Become a Consistent Profitable Trader with Turn of the Last Page of this Short Guide
Swing Trading Stocks using the End of Day Method
Super Trader, Expanded Edition: Make Consistent Profits in Good and Bad Markets
Forex Trading for Beginners
become a noiseless trader and achieve consistent success in markets

If you fail to plan, you plan to fail! Every successful trader knows the importance of tracking their trades and having a consistent plan
to dominate the market. Are you ready to add the ultimate trading tool to your arsenal?Yes! You deserve to be a highly profitable
consistent trader. This Journal and planner will assist you in your journey.Planner includes:128 trading columns to manage your
trades12 month goal tracker31 day planner3 Compound Plans4 market reminders Goal and Habit TrackersAffirmations and Traders
Creedand much more to master your personal and professional life for $uccess!
Douglas uncovers the underlying reasons for lack of consistency and helps traders overcome the ingrained mental habits that cost
them money. He takes on the myths of the market and exposes them one by one teaching traders to look beyond random outcomes, to
understand the true realities of risk, and to be comfortable with the "probabilities" of market movement that governs all market
speculation.
Avoid bogus trading systems, learn from a real day trader, and make consistent profits day trading stocks Day Trading Stocks the
Wall Street Way: A Proprietary Disclosure on Intra-Day Trading and Swing Trading Equities provides a real-world guide to
successful day trading, and gives you the tools, techniques, and tested, reliable methods you need to trade like the pros. Written by a
seventeen-year day trading veteran, this guide talks you down from the industry hype to give you a realistic grounding in selfdiscipline, consistency, and patience while teaching you the hard skills you need to have a real chance of success. Avoid losses by
swerving from the typical beginner's path of seminars, software, and major brokerage houses, and instead develop the insights that
lead to real, long-term profits. With an engaging and humorous tone, the author relates his own experiences and lessons learned to
teach you the do's, the don'ts, and the ingredients for success. You'll discover Josh DiPietro's FUSION TRADING SYSTEM—a
proven method developed from years of reliability testing. He'll show you how intra-day setups and swing trading setups can be
merged to develop a perfect trade. The surest path to failure and tremendous financial loss begins with the over-eager, overly
optimistic amateur trader who sees day trading as a quick and easy path to wealth. This book gives you a much more realistic
outlook, and the fundamentals you need to make the most of the market. Get an honest perspective on real-world day trading Gain the
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wisdom of experience and avoid common pitfalls Learn the framework to Josh Dipietro's profitable FUSION TRADING SYSTEM A
poorly defined trading approach will cost you more money than you will make, rendering your day trading venture a potentially
damaging net loss. Day Trading Stocks the Wall Street Way: A Proprietary Disclosure on Intra-Day Trading and Swing Trading
Equities teaches you the avoidance of loss, the discipline, and the transparent strategies of success, so you can play the market to win.
**Buy the Paperback version of this book, and get the Kindle eBook version included for FREE** WARNING!! Real Results and a
Steady Monthly Income will accompany the Reading of this Book! If you
Passive Trading
Forex, from Beginner to Professional + 1 of My Best Trading Systems
How to Build a Winning Trading System, Master Your Psychology and Earn Consistent Profits in the Forex Market
The Consistent Trader
The Ultimate Day Trader
How to Trade Stocks for Consistent Profits
The Ultimate Swing Trading Method
GROW YOUR MONEY BY TRADING STOCKS Learn a proven trading strategy and tactics, and make
10%-30% profit consistently in the market. Find out how you can stay calm and stress-free
on your stock trading and investing. In this book, you'll learn how to: * Understand
market behaviour and direction * Pick stocks and prepare trade setup * When to buy and
sell stocks for profit * Apply low risk and high success trading tactics * Managing
emotion during trading If you are ready and get serious about making money in the stock
market, begin your journey by clicking 'Buy Now'. About The Author Thomas Ang is a selftaught trader and has more than ten years of trading experience in the stock market. He
started learning stock trading in 2003 and has ridden through up and down of the stock
market cycles. His determination and passionate on trading consistency enable him to
formulate a new trading methodology in 2011. Since then he has used it to consistently
make money in the stock market.
There are millions to be made. Are you taking the best steps to become a consistent,
profitable trader? The stock market can be notoriously inconsistent, often causing
confusion and chaos even among the most avid traders. Fluctuations in the stock, options
and futures markets can leave traders feeling frustrated with less than desirable results
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This book is written for brand new aspiring day traders who have zero experience and are
looking for the information they need to get started the right way from the first day. If
you are already trading real money, having great success, I encourage you to keep it
going this book is going to be very elementary for you. This book is the bible for brand
new investors and traders who need to start somewhere. This is the place! What you will
learn in this book will fast track your knowledge of what you need to know to get started
learning. You can perhaps go from knowing 0 to trading and making real money in the live
markets in as little as 30 days to a couple of months if you do what it says in this
book. This time frame is not etched in stone and may well take you less or more time
depending on how fast you grasp the basic principles of this book and how fast you can
employ them in a live market environment with real money. If you would like to learn to
trade and invest in the markets (any markets) and trade and invest in them the right way
from the very start of your trading and investing education/career then I highly
recommend you pay attention and do what it says in this book. If you are a brand new
beginner you should read every single page in this book. Multiple times if need be. This
book is meant to expedite your learning curve which can sometimes be long and costly.
Sure you can Google this or that information however it would take you many years to
learn what I am going to tell you in this book before you could invest any of your hard
earned real money in the live markets and have a chance making real money. This first
book in the series is meant to give you the basic information you need to make a decision
as to whether to get into this business or not. You can screw around and waste a lot of
training and education time on things that won’t help you to make money in the live
market or you can learn to trade by focusing on the reality of how markets work and how
money is really made and lost in markets. This means quantifying real demand and supply
in a market and then buying low and selling high, just like you do in everyday in every
other part of life, buying at wholesale and selling at retail. The live market is no
different. Do you want to make money right away in the live market or waste time and
perhaps A LOT OF MONEY on doing things the wrong way from the start the cost of which can
be steep and be an account killer and no one wants that right? I have written this book
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in a way I feel the progression of information should be learned to be able to go into
the live markets with confidence and no fear. The principles in this book can be used in
any liquid market on any time frame it does not matter. This is what makes the
information so valuable. By the time you are finished with this book you should have
learned the following: What money management is and why you need to learn it first. Why
you need to master your own psychology to work in the live market. Why you must always
work with a rule based plan. You will have learned to quantify and monetize fear. Read
this book, study hard, go in the market and get your money!
It is huge step when you make the decision to become a trader. Most brand new traders are
getting into this business because they think they can make quick money and become rich
beyond their dreams and while that could happen and may be true, it is not as easy as one
thinks and certainly will not happen as soon as one thinks. It is not about how much you
know in the investing and trading business but about the quality of what you know. There
is a certain progression of things every new trader must learn before going into the live
market and working with real money. Beginners Day Trading Wealth Guide tells you what to
learn first and foremost as a beginner so you can be successful and start making money
right away. Beginners Day Trading Wealth Guide is specifically written for brand new selfdirected traders to give them some money making techniques for consistent high profits
from trading to get them started so they don’t have to do a lot of searching around and
perhaps waste a lot of time and money. Beginners Day Trading Wealth Guide is going to
detail a lot of what the brand self-directed new traders need to know right away to be
able to make real money right away. It is completely up to you to learn this business the
right way. Will you? Beginners Day Trading Wealth Guide gives you clear concise
information it would take you years to find out on your own before you could begin to
have any chance at making a real income from the live markets. The live markets are not
for the weak minded or untrained and should you decide to go in there unprepared or under
prepared and without an edge as a beginner self-directed retail trader only one thing
will happen, you’ll get FUBAR. Don’t be that trader! When you are done reading Beginners
Day Trading Wealth Guide you will have an excellent basic explanation of what and what
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not to do before you even study anything or do any kind of education. The information in
Beginners Day Trading Wealth Guide will put you on the fast track to wealth and becoming
a successful self-directed investor and trader.
A Proprietary Method For Intra-Day and Swing Trading
Easy way to make Money as a Self-Directed Stock Trader
In Depth Guide to Price Action Trading
An Intuitive Approach to Generating Consistent Profits for the Novice to the Experienced
Practitioner
The Black Book of Forex Trading
Non-Directional Vibrational Trading Methodologies for Consistent Profits
Beginners Day Trading Wealth Guide
Day trading is difficult. The path is fraught with risk. But a pot of gold awaits those who learn their lessons well. After four
decades in the markets as a trader, analyst, author, educator, and system developer, Jacob Bernstein sets down a
comprehensive guide to the art of day trading. You will learn: New day trading methods Order entry strategies How to
avoid costly errors when using electronic trading platforms Detailed strategies to maximize profits With this book, readers
will have the complete guide they need to profit from this risky but exciting field. Trading profits are just a day away.
Everyone is a great trader in hindsight. One of the greatest benefits of this book is that I am telling you all of the things
not to do to begin with all in one place all at one time. It is clear it is concise. Should you desire to not listen to the advice I
give you in this short book then what ever happens happens. The thought provoking ideas and advice in this book can save
you a lot of learning curve time and also hopefully save you some of your hard earned money on lost positions if you just
take the time to think what is being presented to you logically. The information in here is brutally honest and practical
with pure and transparent content. Stock trading offers huge profit potential for traders if you have the right tools for
success from the very start on day one. You need to find an edge and a way of trading that matches your personality and
psychology and then then go in the market and get paid. What you can learn from this book takes most traders years to
uncover themselves. You can know this information for the cost of this book that as I said can save you quite a large
amount of learning curve time and perhaps a lot of money. You're welcome! There is no system in this book. This book
contains the information you as a beginning trader must have to become successful and consistently profitable on a daily
basis. I don't know about you, but I am in this business to make money. Anyone who tells you anything else is full of BS. It
is a risk taking, money making business. If you are not prepared for that then stop reading now. Trading is easy however
most brand new traders make it so complicated for themselves that they end up quitting before they have had a chance to
make any real money. Don't be that trader. Don't become one of the sheeple of the herd and study what everyone else
studies, do what everyone else does, and make the same mistakes everyone else does. Don't get me wrong you will make
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some mistakes and perhaps lose some money however if you have done all of the right preparation and studied the right
information from the very beginning your mistakes will be minimal and not repeated over and over and over because you'll
know better from having read this entire book. I am not saying it is going to happen overnight. Most successful traders and
investors I associate with have in the very high thousands of hours of screen time and have their own rules based plan for
the type of specific trading and investing they do. They are only looking for the lowest risk highest reward positions with
the highest probability of having a positive outcome. If you are looking for anything else or doing it any other way chances
are your outcome from the market could be financially unfavorable.
Become a Master of Point & Figure Charts Prashant Shah, one of the prominent Point & Figure analysts, has presented a
wonderful method in the simplest possible way. His approach of making things objective and rule-based has lent a new
dimension to the world's oldest charting technique. This is a comprehensive book on trading and analysis using the Point
and Figure methodology. The concepts are explained with many real-life chart examples from the Indian market. A peek
into what you will find: • What is a Point & Figure chart and how to plot it? • Basic and advanced price patterns with
numerous chart examples, trading rules for all patterns. • Simple and effective ways to identify trend. • How to use P&F
counts to arrive at high-probability price target. • How to use traditional tools and indicators in P&F charts. • High
probability patterns to capture momentum stocks and sectors. • Objective method to identify market outperformers using
Relative Strength. • A few indicators developed, by the author, exclusively for P&F charts. • 20-years of Back-testing
results of P&F patterns providing interesting market insights. Both experienced as well as novice can benefit from the
concepts discussed. A thorough understanding of the contents of the book would help the reader reduce the noise and
achieve consistent success in markets using the Point & Figure charts.
Have you tried options trading and failed before, but still interested in finding a way to go from zero to $15,000 a month
and achieve financial freedom online? Are you looking for a way to escape your 9 to 5 routine and make consistent passive
income in the currency markets even if you have no experience? No matter the reason, if you are interested in achieving
true financial freedom, options trading is one surefire way to get there. However, to succeed in options trading, you need
to know how to do it the right way. The truth is most people that start out in options trading won't make any profits and
will end up failing or worse, lose their entire savings. "Options Trading 2021" is written to show you how you can maximize
the latest options trading strategies for your financial gains even if you are a complete beginner. This book reveals an
aspect of options trading not often discussed or exposed to the general public. Leveraging his more than 15 years of
experience in the options trading world, Gary Russell reveals how 7 figures traders make thousands of dollars every month
trading options and how anyone can take advantage of the secrets behind their trading strategies to make consistent
income. This step-by-step playbook reveals how options trading works in simple, non-technical terms as well as what
beginners or average traders can do to make high probability trades with laser precision and make consistent income
regardless of market conditions. Here is a preview of what you will discover inside this book: What options trading is in
simple terms and how a complete newbie can profitably trade it The secret trading strategies that consistently earn all
7-figures traders over $15,000 every month and over $150,000 every year Robust information on how to manage risks and
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cut losses drastically Specific ways beginners can create profitable options trading systems in 2021 A unique section,
covering how to avoid pitfalls and make profits when the markets are going sideways How to avoid Financial Crises (Covid
and others) and exploit them to your advantage with a step by step strategy to create your Passive Income And much
more... Even if you have failed miserably or lost money trading options in the past, this book comes with a clearly
structured set of tools and practical information that will help you trade options and make consistent profits whether the
market is moving upward or downward. Scroll up and click the "Buy Now" button to download the entire book right now!
Options Trading 2021
Day Trading Stocks the Wall Street Way
The Trader’s Guide
Earn Big Profits with No-Risk, Low-Risk, and Measured-Risk Strategies
How to Day Trade Futures
The Profitable Art and Science of Vibratrading
Market Mastery:
The Consistent TraderHow to Build a Winning Trading System, Master Your Psychology and Earn Consistent Profits in the
Forex MarketTCK Publishing
As a brand new investor and trader with zero knowledge of the business you are at a loss as to what information you
actually do and do not need and you tend to make the same mistakes as everyone else trying to do this business. Newbie
stock traders tend to do what everyone else is doing and study what everyone else is studying thus they have the same
results and failures as everyone else, don’t be that trader! The market is not a big secret and all of the information you
need to make a trading decision is right out in the open. If you know where to find the information and know what to look
for you can and will make some money every day in the market provided you are looking at the right information and
utilizing the best trading techniques. How to make Consistent Profits in the Stock Market can help you keep it simple and
filter the huge amount of information out there down to only what you need to know right away and then can work towards
adding more information and studies as you go. My philosophy is to start small and build on success have limited exposure
while you hone your skills, then progress as you become more competent and build up your account. All traders who have
made it and make money consistently in the market are making it from the beginner traders who have visions of grandeur
and dollar signs rolling around in their eyes like some old cartoon. If you want to make it in this business, I would listen to
the advice in How to make Consistent Profits in the Stock Market very carefully, I am going to share with you information
that professional real money traders don’t want you to know about.
Thoughts for Successful TradingThe vast majority of traders do not have a plan. They just buy and sell on gut. They have no
concept of how much to buy or sell. They do not know when to get out with a profit or exit with a loss! This all leads to
frustration, pain and failure!You have a choice in which you can trade for yourself or you can invest with money managers.
If you want to trade for yourself, you will learn with Trendfollowingmentor.com how to develop your trading plan, which will
match your personality and risk tolerances. More importantly we will work with you to develop your winning trader's
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attitudes.If you decide, that you either do not have the time or fortitude to trade for yourself, you will learn how to have the
proper attitude when investing with money managers. I actually do both in order to compound money. I have been trend
following since 1994 and have been investing with money managers who approach risk as I do since 1994. I have
compounded money over the years not because that I am a great trader but, because of my attitude and how I approach
risk.Believe it or not attitude and goals are much more important than your trading methodology. Important aspects of
being a successful trader is implementing winning thought patterns & following goals. The vast majority of traders are
unwilling to even hear about the psychology of trading!!! Just give me that "Secret indicator", "Trading system" or
worse..."Trading Robot"!Once you start learning and focusing on how to think as a successful trader, you are light years
ahead of the vast majority. Learning and focusing on being a successful consistent trader means:Realizing that any trade
does not have to work That any trade has a 50/50 chance of workingThat anything can happen.Because of these simple 3
points you realize you must trade with a complete trading plan with all potential outcomes pre planned. You realize you
must trade with stops. You realize you must try to keep the inevitable losses small. You realize when a trade does work you
must be patient and follow your exact trading plan.I am sure you realize at this point more than 90% of all traders fail. You
really have to make a choice. Do you want to be part of the 90% who fail and who seek to be entertained by the "Fun" of
the markets? Yes, I am very serious. I speak to many traders.
Have you lost money trading the Forex Markets? Or are you consistently winning and making a regular income with your
trading? Are you watching the markets without enough confidence to enter trades? Are you spending money in third-part
systems that don't seem to yield you any results? Are you wasting your money trading without enough knowledge? Do you
want to understand the systems and tactics advanced and professional Forex traders use to build their accounts? If you
aren't achieving the results you want form Forex Trading this book will help you get there faster and easier. If you only knew
that by tweaking and fixing certain aspects of your trading you could literally start making money right away. The
knowledge and information contained in The Black Book Of Forex Trading was learned by me after several years of losing,
trying and testing. Spending thousands in systems, courses and coaches to get to where I am now. You could easily learn
the core of what I know by reading this book. And literally change your trading forever since the concepts are simple and
easy to follow. What actionable and realistic Forex tactics will you learn? -How to stop struggling with the markets -How to
STOP losing money! -Gain enough confidence to trade, knowing that you have the right knowledge and the numbers are in
your favor -Adapt any of my THREE proven, powerful yet simple forex trading strategies to your own needs (day trade,
swing trade or position trade) -Start earning money CONSISTENTLY -Become a profitable trader in four months or less -Fund
your financial freedom and the lifestyle you want with your trading All of this while you develop a real Forex System to win
constantly Trading doesn't have to be complicated to make you money Aimed for beginner to intermediate traders who
can't yet become successful in their trading, this book will guide you and help you answer many questions normally other
books, courses and gurus won't cover. Written by a real trader who lost most of his life savings due to bad trading, only to
make them back many times over after learning a Proven, Powerful yet Simple method that is COMPLETELY laid out for you
in this book, no secrets kept. This book covers the three main areas of trading: 1- Strategies - how to adapt a winning
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strategy to your personal lifestyle and needs (no black box or spaghetti charts full of indicators and lines, just simple and
pure price action, easy to read and follow) 2. Money Management - How to optimize and maximize your winnings without
risking too much 3. Get control of your emotions and become a better trader - Why most traders let their emotions rule
their trading and a few simple steps to control how your mind play tricks to you while you trade. At the end of the book you
will find a very simple to follow yet very powerful blueprint to plan your next months, get control of your financial future and
achieve your trading success. Download your Copy of The Black Book of Forex Trading NOW and change your trading
forever P.S. You'll be able to notice a difference within 24 hours
How to Generate Consistent Monthly Income from the Stock Market in Just Minutes a Day
A Proven Method to Become a Profitable Trader in Four Months and Reach Your Financial Freedom by Doing It
How to Swing Trade Stocks to make a Consistent High Profit Living
Master the Market with Confidence, Discipline, and a Winning Attitude
For Beginners. Learn Advanced Strategies, Psychology Of The Trader And Secrets About How To Survive The Financial Crises
In 2021 With a Step-By-Step Passive Income Strategy
Techniques for Consistent High Profits from Day Trading
Learn the Easiest Fastest Way to Make Consistent Profits
Swing Trading Stocks using the End of Day Method is for all beginning aspiring investors and traders who are just getting their
head around doing swing trading as a business and making an unlimited income from doing it. Everyone has their own ideas of
what they think swing trading is and what it can do for them. Swing Trading Stocks using the End of Day Method is for people who
want to start their own swing trading business and become investors and traders in today’s financial markets, but have zero
experience and are looking for the best quality information to get them started. This book is for beginners and will detail many of
the things that a brand new trader must learn not to do before they can become consistently profitable in the live markets. You’re
heard the saying “just say no to drugs”, just say no to day trading and you and your account will be waaaaay ahead of the game to
start off. Don’t say I didn’t warn you, OK, continue with your insanity and buy this book to give yourself a fighting chance. The
learning curve in the investing and trading business and it is a business can be long, brutal and very very expensive if you learn
the wrong way. Swing Trading Stocks using the End of Day Method aims to tell you how do study it the right way the first time and
greatly reduce that long learning curve by showing you what the market is really made of and who are actually in control of it and
when they are in control of it. When you have this information and can see it on a live price chart in real time and pull the trigger
without hesitation you can make a lot of damn money, what are you waiting for?
I will show you how to be a successful forex trader, preserve your capital, generate consistent and profitable returns from forex
trading and finally trade for a living • Do you want to learn how to trade Forex for a living? • Do you want to become a consistent
and profitable forex trader? • Are you struggling to make money from forex? • Do you want to make passive income online with
Forex? • Do you want to know the concept of investing for a beginner in forex? If you answer yes to all the above questions then
Forex Trading For Beginners: A beginner's guide to proven Forex trading strategies, money & risk management, discipline and
secrets to making passive income online is the book for you Forex Trading For Beginners shows you step-by-step, how to make
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money trading the Forex markets like the PROS, the best profitable candlestick and chart pattern strategies to trade, how to trade
it and the best money and risk management to manage your capital while avoiding the mistakes that beginning and struggling
traders make. For beginner traders, this book gives you an understanding of where to start, how to execute your trade, where to
place stop loss and take profit and how to develop your trading plan strategy. Simply reading this book, however, will not make
you a profitable trader. Profit in trading does not come with reading a book or two or browsing online. It comes with practice, the
right tools and techniques and appropriate ongoing education which gives you an edge to beat the market any time you trade. I
invite you to learn the EXACT trading strategies used by top dogs in forex trading to make money from the forex market every
year with the definitive guide to forex trading! Here's a snippet of what you're going to learn in Forex Trading for Beginners: •
Forex trading basics • Support and Resistance Levels- How to identify & plot them • Understanding the Trend - How to determine
& trade with the trend • The Four Best and Profitbale candlestick pattern strategies • The four best reliable and profitable chart
pattern strategies • How to manage your capital using the concet of risk, reward and position sizing • How to draft a trading plan •
How to make passive Income from Forex without investing a dime For each strategy, I explain in a step by step manner: 1. How to
trade them 2. What indicators to use on the charts 3. When to enter the each trade 4. When to exit 5. Where to place stop loss The
book has lots of examples and illustrations to break down the seemingly complex stuff to easy to digest, dummy easy language
that will see you applying everything you will learn without any trouble. Whether you just want to generate some side income to
shore up your main income, or you want to become a full-time trader and make forex trading your main source of income, the
practical advice contained in the pages of this book will help you reduce unnecessary risks and guide you on the path to financial
independence. Click the "Buy Now" button to get started today
Enter the world of vibration trading with a new methodology for making more money, more safely What if you could enter the
markets and know, in advance, the exact value of trades needed to sustain a losing streak, by knowing their Martingale limits, to
finally ensure a win? With Vibratrading you can. Applying the principles of "Boundedness" in conjunction with powerful stock/ETF
diversification techniques, VibratradingTM allows you to accomplish what most traders and investors previously thought
impossible, giving you an unfair advantage in any market situation. A new and revolutionary perspective on trading and investing,
Vibratrading provides a powerful methodology for extracting profit. Non-directional, it is designed to appeal greatly to the vast
number of directional traders consistently struggling to keep from losing their trading accounts. Providing a better, safer way to
participate in the markets to make consistent profits, it is the only book you need to gain a crucial competitive edge. Presents a
radical new trading strategy, VibratradingTM, that the market cannot move adversely against Demonstrates how a scale trader can
enter the market at any level, without being restricted to entry at the "conventional lower end" of the instrument's historical range
Teaches traders and investors the important techniques of securitizing and monetizing profits with emphasis on risk free
vibrational share accumulation Presenting a truly non-directional methodology, Vibratrading is the book you need to make more
money, more safely.
Traders Reality- Are You Ready For It... A Short Book.Are You Still losing In Forex? Are you still seeking the final piece of the
puzzle to becoming a consistently profitable trader?Are You Managing Your Psychology Correctly When You Trade?Traders
Reality shares with you how one trader changed his trading by simply modifying the psychological approach to his
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trading.Trading can be considered as the Hardest, Easiest way to make money. The Journey IS challenging. Are You Ready to
Embrace the change to developing the mind and practice the methods of a consistent trader? Will your Own Psychology Let
You?This E book will walk you through all the pitfalls that a trader experiences and ways to overcome them.Trading is all
Psychological, You may have a fantastic methodology, but without addressing the psychology of trading, you are effectively
missing the most crucial factor that can transform your thinking and become consistent in the hardest profession in the world.I
hope this book raises awareness to new traders that the importance of programming your psychology FIRST, will prepare you for
the complexities that trading introduces. Trade WellTino
Trade Your Way to Wealth
Consistency in the Markets
The Options Edge
Global Insights for More Consistent Trading
Options Trading for Beginners: The A-Z Guide to Making a Steady Monthly Income Trading Options!
How to Make Consistent Profits in the Stock Market
The Markets Never Sleep

If you have zero experience I would like to encourage you to buy How to Day Trade Futures as your first investment in your
investing and trading education which will give you money making skills that will last you the rest of your natural life. These
skills to make money will also enable you to be location independent and live anywhere in the world you chose to live. The
information I give to brand new investors and day traders is very specific and is strictly meant for those who have zero
knowledge of the futures markets. When you are done reading this short book you will know what the first and most
important things to study are. This information will save you a lot of time, get you on the fast track and cut down your
learning curve which can be long and very expensive in this business. The reason you bought How to Day Trade Futures and
why it is unique is that it is going to tell you about the who, what, where, when and how about what you need to know to be
able to trade and invest in today's futures markets (or any market) with confidence and zero fear and to be able to do it the
right way from the very start. Knowing the proper information from the beginning is critical to your success in this business
and How to Day Trade Futures gives you head start to getting on the fast track to driving your money train to the bank every
day.
How do you transform yourself from mild-mannered investor to Super Trader? Think clearly. Plan accordingly. Commit
completely. In other words, become a trader. And no one is better suited to help you make the transformation than legendary
trading educator and author Van K. Tharp. Combining the sharp insight and technical brilliance that has drawn legions of
investors to his books and seminars, Tharp provides a holistic approach for becoming a successful full-time trader. His
system—a meld of investing psychology and sound trading practice—is the secret to achieving optimum conditions that
produce results in both bull and bear markets. Using the lessons of Super Trader, you will approach trading as you would a
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small business—realistically, systematically, and enthusiastically. Drawing on his decades of experience, Tharp has created a
simple plan designed to help anyone master the market. You can put this plan to use immediately in order to: Master the
psychology of trading Craft a “business plan”—a working document to guide your trading Develop a trading system tailored
for your personal needs and skills Create position-sizing strategies to meet your objectives Monitor yourself constantly to
minimize mistakes Throughout the book, Tharp asks the pertinent questions you must ask yourself about becoming a trader,
being a trader, and succeeding as a trader. The rewards that come with being a Super Trader—both financial and
personal—make you feel as if you can leap small buildings in a single bound. Whatever your skill level, Tharp provides the
formula for succeeding in a field where most people fail.
Praise for The Markets Never Sleep "An excellent primer for futures and the global financial market, a clear voice of their
importance for all traders. Tom also gives an easy-to-understand professional approach to discipline, money management,
and the 'numbers' to watch that indicate market direction. Help for all traders to earn bigger, more consistent profits." --Ned
W. Bennett, CEO, optionsXpress, Inc. "Well . . . they've done it again! Tom and Patsy have written another insightful and
entertaining book on understanding and trading the world's markets. The Markets Never Sleep shows how to analyze all the
global markets and use timing and money management to control losses and reap significant rewards without using up all of
one's emotional energy. In other words, everything needed to make trading fun and profitable!" --Russ Mothershed, former
corporate executive and current DTI student "Trading follows the sun, as Busby points out, and with a click of one's mouse,
traders today have the full advantage of global trading. Busby makes a compelling case for opportunistic trading. In an easyto-follow outline, he shares trading strategies to ensure a high probability of profit. The Markets Never Sleep is a must-read
for traders and investors who seek insight navigating the global markets." --Chuck Dukas, President, TRENDadvisor.com
Pipology 101 will start the new Forex trader the right way so they can begin driving their money train down the right tracks
directly to the bank. By knowing what to study from the start you can greatly reduce the huge learning curve there is in this
business to be able to make money in the live currency market on a consistent basis. There is a certain progression of steps
that every new Forex trader must follow to become a consistently profitable professional trader; there are absolutely no short
cuts. Should any brand new Forex trader decide to try to side step any part of the proper education and training and try to go
into the live currency markets before you have become consistent on a demo account for however long it takes, you stand the
chance of your money train going wildly off the tracks and losing all of your capital. Beginner Forex traders can use Pipology
101 as an overview or a guide if you will to what to study and learn first to become consistently profitable trading Forex. I
give you concise information as to what to learn first and what to look for as far as the information is concerned. I tell you
only the most critical things to learn first because those are absolutely the most important and the ones that will make you
money right away if you do them.
How to Develop Your Edge to Produce Consistent Profits in the Stock Market
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A Step-By-Step Guide on How to Generate Consistent Income from Trading in Forex and Commodities Markets
A Complete Guide to Consistent Profits in Just Minutes a Day
The Ultimate Guide for Brand New Investors & Traders
Traders Reality
How to Achieve Consistent Day Trading Profits in Stocks, Forex, and Commodities
Financial Freedom Through Electronic Day Trading
The Ultimate Swing Trading Method gives you a step by step approach to profiting in the markets
in only minutes a day. Swing Trading master Jeff Drake teaches you proven techniques used to
find the absolute best swing trading opportunities and how to manage the trade to the optimal
conclusion.
An increasing number of investors are entering the high-risk world of electronic day
trading—often before they’ve learned the basic principles and safeguards. Financial Freedom
Through Electronic Day Trading combines Van Tharp’s mastery of trading psychology with Brian
June’s nuts-and-bolts expertise to give day traders the proven strategies and information they
need to survive and succeed. From little-known day trading entries and exits to techniques that
foster winning attitudes and styles, these practical ideas will help readers develop their own
personalized trading systems. The perfect combination of psychological preparation and hands-on
practice, it discusses: *Market analysis from a day trading perspective *Techniques for
determining a market maker’s position *The best day trading software
The Book "How to Trade the Forex Market" is an invaluable compendium of ideas, facts and figures
on the Forex Market. How to Trade the Forex Market is the combination of a valid and proven
Trading System and Trading Strategy that work at all time whenever it is applied to trading the
Forex Market.The Trading System and the Trading Strategy are very vital trading tools in the
hands of every Forex Traders because these tools help to vividly project the pattern of trade,
psychology behind every trade as its revealed by the market trend and patterns, and it helps to
identify the dominant market force as it concerns the bulls and the bears.How to Trade the Forex
Market is mostly concern with the intraday trading strategy. The book help to reveal the Forex
Market Activities that shape up the average daily forex transaction which a trader needs to
understand in order to make good trading decision and boost returns on investment in the
currency trading business of Forex.The Book helps traders to come to terms with the intraday
trading in the forex market and the to present the best trading strategy for the intraday
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trading activities. The Strategy is such that it shows the trader the step by step approach to
entring and exiting the forex market on a daily basis. This in turn determines traders
profit.The book will show the trader how to analysis the daily forex market transactions, the
daily market components, the importance of market timing, the most effective intraday timeframe
strategy, the most consistent extry and exit approach into the forex market, and a very good
trade protective stop loss technique. How to Trade the Forex Market is no doubt a valuable asset
to every forex trade due to the revelation that is being brought to light in the book which will
help every Forex trader to trade the market in a more professional manner. It also helps to
position the Forex Trader for maximum returns and maximum benefit of Forex trading activities
which includes the following.The benefits of intraday trading strategy are numerous and just to
mention a few, we have: • Intraday trading enables the trader to determine the trade and close
trading position if it requires the trader to do so.• The trader is not charged for swap because
trade transactions are close within one day of trading activities.• A trader is able to account
for his/her profit or loss because trading is done with a day.• Intraday trading enables the
trader to undo the fear of having an order position running for more than a day and such type of
trades the trader may not be able to ascertain market direction due to the fact that anything
can happen based on market fundaments.• It gives room for the trader to decide which trade to
take which trade to avoid or reject.• It the trader to know how the economic fundamentals affect
the forex market.• It provides the trader ample opportunity to adjust or close trade in the
course of major economic and natural events that can prove/move contrary to the trader's wish.•
It helps the trader to control his/her drawdown.• Intraday trading method helps to reflect the
actual impact of forex market fundamentals of the market trading activities.• Intraday trading
strategy helps to keep abreast of the daily forex market realities, etc.
Learn the power of trading by reading price movements The only strategy you will ever need This
book will provide: An extremely efficient and complete swing trading strategy, with very good
risk-reward ratio, for use on any liquid market like Stocks, Forex, Futures, Commodities,
Indices. An in depth analysis of price action movements. Sound knowledge with respect to the
most efficient price action techniques of analyzing the markets. After reading this guide you
will be able to: Trade on your own and achieve consistently good results month after month,
provided you learn and follow what is presented throughout the book. Interpret and analyze price
action movements in a way that will provide you with high probability trading setups. Establish
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key areas in the market where the price is most likely to change direction. See the main trend
and the change of trend by combining the most efficient price action techniques of market
analysis. Establish the confluence area in the market, the area where all the best trades have
are most likely to happen. Find trading setups, execute them, place protective stops, set
targets and manage every trade to finnish. Adapt to every situation the market will through your
way. Topics discussed include: Support and resistance The importance of timeframes Price action
trends Price action swings Congesion areas Directional bars Confluence areas Fibonacci
retracement leveles Price action patterns Risk-reward ratio Trade management, entry, stop,
target The importance of discipline
Make Consistent Profits in Good and Bad Markets, 2nd Edition
Powerful Swing Trading Strategy for Consistent Profits
Trading the Markets the Point & Figure way
How to make Consistent Profits in the Stock Market
Super Trader, Expanded Edition
FOREX MUST-HAVES Beginner's Guide to Profitably Trading Currency Market
The Consistent FOREX Trading Blueprint
The creator of the acclaimed Forex Course for Smart Traders shows you how to trade smarter than Wall Street and
quants. Most traders learn to trade the wrong way, and realize only years later that their trading system has been focused
on all the wrong things. You can save yourself countless hours and dollars by learning to trade Forex based on the
principles and practices of history’s greatest traders. Discover what works and what doesn’t. It’s doing the simple
things well that will yield the best results in trading. If you fail to master the fundamentals of successful trading, you are
virtually guaranteed to fail long-term because of poor risk management. In this book you’ll learn: · The 25 beliefs of
highly successful traders and how to model them · The scientific path to financial freedom using a trading system that
creates consistent profits again and again · How to develop a working model of the forex market that allows you to spot
opportunities and avoid mistakes · How to get an edge and trade like the “house” without an algorithm or inside
information · How to set simple objectives that let you risk less and win big more often · How to run your trading
business like a hedge fund · The one secret the world’s top trading psychologist recommends · How to balance your
trader, analyst, and risk manager roles · The 12 daily tasks of top Forex traders · How to get in the trading zone like an
elite athlete
Think like a trader. Act like a trader. Become a Super Trader. "Let your profits run!" It's the golden rule by which all Super
Traders live. With the help of investing guru Dr. Van K. Tharp, you can join the ranks of full-time traders who consistently
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master the market. Super Trader provides a time-tested strategy for creating the conditions that allow you to reach levels
of trading success you never thought possible. Providing expert insight into both trading practices and psychology,
Tharp teaches you how to steadily cut losses short and meet your investment goals through the use of position sizing
strategies--the keys to steady profitability. Tharp offers concepts and tactics designed to help you: CREATE AND MEET
YOUR SPECIFIC UNDERSTAND THE BIG PICTURE CONQUER COUNTERPRODUCTIVE THINKING MASTER THE ART OF
POSITION SIZING STRATEGIES With Tharp's proven methods, you can live the dream of enjoying above-average profits
under various market conditions--up, down, and sideways. Tharp's wisdom, perspective, and tactical expertise are
legendary in the world of trading. Follow the master down the path to trading excellence with Super Trader . How do you
transform yourself from a mild-mannered investor into a proactive trader who outperforms the market day-in and dayout. Think clearly. Plan accordingly. Commit completely. In other words, become a trader. No one is better suited to help
you make the transformation than legendary trading educator Dr. Van K. Tharp. Combining the sharp insight and
technical brilliance that have drawn legions of investors to his books and seminars, Tharp provides a holistic approach
for becoming a successful full-time trader. His system--a meld of investing psychology and sound trading practice--is the
secret to achieving optimum conditions that produce results in both bull and bear markets. Using the lessons of Super
Trader, you will approach trading as you would a small business--realistically, systematically, and enthusiastically.
Drawing on his decades of experience, Tharp has created a simple plan designed to help anyone successfully navigate
the market that includes the following: Mastering the psychology of trading Crafting a "business plan"--A working
document to guide your trading Developing a trading system tailored to your personal needs and skills Creating position
sizing strategies to meet your objectives Monitoring yourself constantly to minimize mistakes You can put this plan to
use immediately. Throughou ...
Make Easy Fast Consistent Profits Daily
Profiting from Trend Breakouts and Failures
Proven Ways to Win in Any Market Environment
Super Trader: Make Consistent Profits in Good and Bad Markets
A Beginners Guide to Proven Forex Trading Strategies
The Ultimate Forex Trading System-Unbeatable Strategy to Place 92% Winning Trades
Guaranteed Effectiveness Or Money Back, Trader with More Than 30 Years of Experience, Top Asiatic Traders
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